
The Christian Woman - A Woman's Emotional Life 
 
 

 

Part One:  Emotions Can Help or Hinder Us  --  Kristine Reeves 

 
 
I. Emotions were created by God. 
   
 
II. We must control our emotions rather than be controlled by them.  1Cor. 6:12. 
 

Questions: 
 
Can you think of ways that emotions affect relationships? 

 
 

Have runaway emotions ever cost you dearly or hurt others? 
 
 

What is the difference between stuffing our emotions and resolving them? 
 
 

What physical, spiritual, and relational problems can stuffed, stored up emotions cause? 
 
 
III. Here are some ways women are more affected by their emotions than men. 
 

A. We go more on feelings than men do. 
 

B. We are more likely to express our emotions. 
 

C. We are usually more warm, caring and sensitive than men are. 
 

D. We are more likely to be irrational because of our emotions. 
 

E. We find it harder to break some addictions because of how we are emotionally wired. 
 

F. We are affected emotionally by hormonal cycles. 
 

G. We may be more likely to hold grudges. 
 

H. We are more affected by emotions in our sexual performance. 
 
 
IV. Here are some problems, as seen in scripture, that were caused by uncontrolled or mishandled 

emotions. 
 

A. Depression.  1Kings 19:1-5, 2Cor. 2:7 
 
 

B. Mental illness. 1 Sam 18:6-11. 
 
 

C. Physical sickness.  Psalm 32:3-5 
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D. Rejection of faith or opposition toward God.  Acts 5:17-18, Ps. 37:1, 8; 73:2,313-15. 

 
 

E. Divisions and broken relationships.  Proverbs 29:22. 
 
 
 
V. Here are some sins that can be a result of uncontrolled emotions. 
 

A. Immorality.  Genisis37:3-4. 
 

B. Murder.  Genesis 4:3-8. 
 

C. Suicide.  Matthew 27:3-5. 
 

D. Addictions. 
 

E. Blind prejudice and spiritual blindness.  Matthew 26:65. 
 

F. Emotional Paralysis: 
 

1. Always giving in to people, though you resent it afterward. 
2. Always seeking approval by what you do and say, and how you dress. 
3. Always doing favors, promising things and obligating yourself until hopelessly 

overloaded. 
4 Afraid to assert yourself, for fear of Ablowing it@ or suffering refection. 

5. Avoiding social contact or emotional nearness for fear of hurt or rejection. 
 
 
VII. Understanding depression (see handout). 
 
 
Closing thoughts.   Sin multiplies after midnight.  We should turn our emotions over to God.  God does not 
want us to remain slaves to our emotions.  The gospel promises redemption for our emotional life as for 
other parts of our lives.  Christ=s teaching, through the help of his spirit, can give us self-control and inner 

peace. 
 
 
 

 Part Two:  Christ Helps Us Learn Emotional Control  By Ruth Shelburne 

 
 
I. Definition:  The dictionary describes emotions as an affective state of consciousness in which joy, 

sorrow, fear, hate, love, etc. is experienced, as distinguished from cognitive and volitional states 
of consciousness.  A strong agitation of the feelings caused by experiencing love, hate, fear, etc.; 
to set in motion the feelings. 

 
II. God will help us with our emotions. 
 

The difference in God's emotions and ours is that God is in complete control of His.  As Christian 
women we have the privilege of making Jesus lord of our emotions and living lives that are a 
testimony to the goodness of God.  Does this mean that we will not have any difficulties, that we 
won't have to sometimes deal with conflict with our families and friends, that we won't know 
disappointment, failure and sadness?  Of course not.  But God gives us some wonderful promises 
in His word. 
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A. 1 Corinthians 10:13 - No temptation (trouble or difficulty) has seized you except what is 

common to man. And God is faithful; he will not let you be tempted beyond what you can 
bear. 

 
Let's really listen to what this verse says to us - common to man or mankind.  God has not 
picked out any one of us to have some very difficult problems - these are common to 
man. We may blame God for raining problems down on us.  But often problems are a 
result of bad choices and bad sowing - and God also promises us that we will reap what 
we sow. 

 
The second part of verse 13 says: "But when you are tempted, he will also provide a way 
out so that you can stand up under it. 

 
This gives us a lot of comfort knowing that God will provide a way for us.  God's word 
teaches that we can decide to control our emotions.  Of course it is only by the grace of 
God that this is possible.   
 
Some ways our emotions can serve us: 

 
1. The desire to reach lost people - Romans 10:1. 

 
2. Drawing people together in marriage - Genesis 2:24. 

 
3. Ensuring that parents care for their children - Isaiah 49:15. 

 
4. Passion against evil - John 2:14-17. 

 
5. Acts of mercy. - Luke 7:12-15. 

 
Although our emotions can motivate us to do good things, out of control they can also 
cause us to do real damage to ourselves and others.  God expects us to bring our 
emotions under Christ's control.  See handout. 

 
B. We are commanded and encouraged to control our emotions.  We will look at some 

scriptures regarding God's teachings about our emotions: 
 

1. God commends those who gain control of their spirit - Proverbs 16:32. 
 

2. The Spirit of God helps us develop self-control - 2 Timothy 1:7; Galatians 5:22,23. 
 
 
III. God's word gives us wisdom for conquering and resolving any emotion. 
 

 
A. Anger, resentment:  

 
1. Take control early before it grows and becomes harder to deal with - Ephesians 

4:26, 27. 
 

2. Voluntarily renounce your rights like Jesus did - Matthew 16:24. 
 
3. Forgive as you need to be forgiven - Matthew 6:12. 

 
4. Communicate - Matthew 18:15; 5:23, 24. 
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5. Hand over resentments to God and leave vengeance to him - Romans 12:17-21. 
 

B. Anxiety, fear: 
 

1. Realize God's worthiness of your trust and his desire to help you - Romans 8:31-
39. 

 
2. Learn to give fears up to him in prayer and not take them back; to deliberately 

quiet your soul and trust him - Philippians 4:6, 7;  Psalm 131:2. 
 

C. Guilt: 
 

1. Realize that Christ has already paid for your sins completely - Isaiah 53:4-6. 
 

2. Realize that God delights to forgive you - Psalm 103:11-14. 
 

3. Openly confess wrongs, taking responsibility for your actions - James 5:16. 
 

4. Come to God for forgiveness - Acts 3:19. 
 

5. Forgive yourself. 
 

6. Forgive others so that you may be forgiven - Matthew 6:12-15. 
 
 
IV. Some general steps to better emotional control: 
 

A. Decide if you really want to be emotionally free.  Some people actually enjoy self-pity, 
fantasies of revenge, etc.  Some use their emotional instability to manipulate others or to 
get sympathy or to evade responsibility.  Others do not want to give up the familiar in 
order to be free. 

 
B. Decide that you really are going to conquer your emotions for Jesus' sake. 

 
C. Recognize that you cannot do this without God's help, and seek the help of God's Spirit. 

 
1. Keep full of God's word which is the Spirit's sword. 
2. Stay near God's people for encouraging fellowship and worship. 
3. Take care to keep your body and your life morally and spiritually clean so that the 

Spirit will be pleased to live in you. 
 

D. Strengthen yourself as much as possible physically and spiritually so that you will be able 
to cope 

 
E.   Increase your motivation by becoming very aware of what your runaway emotions are 

doing to yourself, others and the Lord. 
 

F. Visualize the peace, happiness and self-respect, and the improved relationships you will 
have through better emotional control. 

 
G. Learn to deal with negative emotions when they first emerge, while they are easier to 

manage. 
 

H. Realize that as long as you let the actions of others determine your emotions, you are 
under their control rather than your own. 
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I. Clean out the pools of repressed emotion associated with painful memories of the past. 
 

Our present emotional outlook is affected by all our emotional experiences of the past.  
Some of our experiences have been painful.  We may have repressed these emotions 
into the subconscious rather than face them. But they remain in the subconscious and re-
appear as depression, aggression, illness, or emotional instability.  Samples of such 
traumatic memories of the past:  parental neglect, parental inability to give love, parental 
abuse, divorce of parents, loss of a parent or family member, sexual abuse or trauma, 
broken engagement or divorce, moral fall, extreme or repeated rejection, experiences of 
terror, deprivation, disasters. 

 
These often seem too painful to bring back and think about. 

 
It may be that the emotions associated with these experiences were not dealt with in 
God's way and laid to rest, or were not processed in the way nature demands for healing. 
They must be brought out and faced so that these things can be done.  They must be 
resolved in ways taught by scripture.  Only then will they cease to cause trouble.  Grief not 
worked through properly, a trauma not accepted, a parent not forgiven, sin not properly 
confessed and brought to God for cleansing, a reconciliation avoided. 

 
 
V. Having said all of this, I do believe there are times when Christians need medical help for their 

emotions.  If Christians have broken limbs, they seek medical attention. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By Ruth Shelburne and Kristine Reeves.  May be reproduced for non-profit, non-publishing instructional purposes provided this whole copyright 

notice is included and document content is not altered.  South Houston Bible Institute, 14325 Crescent Landing, Houston, TX 77062-2178. 
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Making Jesus Lord of Our Emotions 

 

Pull quote: 

 

“Our emotional obsessions become idols diverting mind and strength from God’s service.” 

 

 

Emotions are valuable.  They are part of the way God created us.  But we should control our emotions, 

not be ruled by them. 

 

The gospel promises redemption for our emotional life as for other parts of our lives.  Christ=s 

teaching, though the help of his Spirit, can give us self-control and inner peace. 
 

Runaway emotions ruin lives. 

 

Bitterness, anger, fear, anxiety and guilt rob us of the peace God intended for us to have.  They destroy 

friendships, marriages, churches.  We become afraid to face life.  Worn out by inner conflict, we have 

little strength to work and serve.  Unresolved emotions can even destroy our health.  We may walk an 

endless treadmill searching for relief from guilt and acceptance with God. Our emotional obsessions 

become idols diverting mind and strength from God=s service. 

 

God doesn=t want us to remain slaves to our emotions. 

 

Destructive emotions are to be replaced by the fruit of God=s Spirit--love, joy, peace, patience, 

kindness, goodness, gentleness and self-control--Galatians 5:22,23.  Christ promised us his peace - 

John 14:27.  Our destructive emotions are not from God - 2 Timothy 1:7.  There are principles from 

scripture and wisdom from God that will help us rule our emotions. 
 
You Can bring your emotions under Christ=s control: 

 

1.  Quiet your soul.  This is not always easy, but scripture says we can learn to do it with God=s help - 

Psalm 131:2; Ephesians 4:26,27; 2 Timothy 1:7.  (A tip to parents:   early discipline helps a child learn  

emotional control.)  If destructive feelings keep breaking out from long habit, keep dealing with them 

until slowly new habits develop.  Don=t deny or Astuff@ the emotion--just control it and process it in the 

ways God teaches so that it doesn=t pile up inside you and cause trouble later. 

 

2.  Hand over emotional burdens to God - 1 Peter 5:7; Philippians 4:6,7.  This is a life-changing art.  

Emotional thoughts such as guilt, fear, lust and resentment like to go around and around in our minds.  

That is how they grow strong enough to control us.  Long-time patterns are hard to change.  But it can 

be done with practice.  If you have handed something over to God, every time it tries to return you must 

give it back again until gradually a new pattern is formed.  Make a covenant with God that each time the 

thought returns, you will instantly give it back without spending time in struggle or guilt.  

 

In this connection, here are a couple of encouraging truths.  1)  If it seems too hard to change, 

remember that our character is the sum of our habits, and our habits are the sum of our repeated 

choices.  As we decide more and more often to entrust our burdens to God and deal with our emotions 

according to his directions, we will store up less and less poison and we will have growing inner peace. 

 2) We will succeed more in dealing with destructive emotional thoughts if we do so when they first 

appear, and are small and manageable. 

 

3.  You can choose how you react.  In a fallen world, there will always be people and situations which 

provoke us.  I cannot always change people but I can change my reaction to them.  If I always react 

automatically, then other people and situations are controlling my life.  I can decide to keep changing 

my reactions until new habits develop.  The scriptural principle of Adeath to self,@ of laying down one=s 

rights like Jesus did, is important here - Galatians 2:20; Philippians 2:5-11; Matthew 16:24,25.  We have 
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to lose life to find it.  This one principle is the secret to solving many emotional problems. 

 

4.  Discover and drain pools of stored-up negative emotion within yourself.  If you are full of old anger 

and bitterness from previous experiences, it is easy to get angry about anything.  If you are full of fears, 

everything is fearful.  If full of old, unresolved guilt, you feel unreasonably guilty about all sorts of 

things.  Negative emotions are pooled and stored because they are not resolved in God=s ways 

revealed in scripture. 

 

Resentment is resolved by confrontation, discussion, forgiveness (which is a decision, not a feeling), 

cleansing, and leaving vengeance to God.  Fear is resolved by deciding to trust God=s promises, 

remembering his past help, the light of reason, and repeatedly handing fears over to God.  Guilt is 

healed by confession, repentance, restitution, deciding to trust the promises of forgiveness, and by 

seeing your life used by God. 

 

5.  Examine your life and find the roots.  Why are certain emotions so strong?  When did they begin?  

Destructive emotions may be partly rooted in heredity, in traumatic experiences such as sexual abuse, 

divorce, tragedy, hardship, or in current struggles.  If pain has been held inside from past wounds, 

these may need to be reopened and the emotions processed and laid to rest in the way God teaches.  

Check your lifestyle and habits.  Emotional trouble can arise from feeding on the wrong things mentally, 

bad choice of friends, poor nutrition, food allergies, side effects of medication, too little rest, poor 

stress management, over commitment, glandular or chemical imbalance, cyclic stress, and certain life 

situations and transitions. 

 

6.  If necessary, get counsel from someone you trust.  Confession, prayer, working through problems, 

becoming voluntarily accountable to someone, joining a spiritual support group--all of these can help.  

Some emotional problems are of a kind that require medical help or counsel from a qualified therapist.  

Be sure you choose a therapist with a Biblical value system.  While it is good to avoid depending on 

medication as far as possible, temporary medication may be God=s way of helping you until you can 

become stable and grow spiritually.  If your condition is one of those that requires medicine indefinitely, 

you should feel no more guilt over that than a diabetic would feel over taking insulin. 

 

7.  Build yourself up spiritually.  The ultimate answers to many of our emotional struggles are spiritual.  

Clear up past wrongs.  Find God=s cleansing for your sins and accept his discipline.  Adopt the basic 

spiritual disciplines of a strong Christian life including regular Bible study and prayer and church 

attendance.  Clear up as far as possible any relationship problems between you and others.  Get into 

systematic study by taking a Bible course or joining a small group.  Spend time in fellowship with 

Christian people who build you up.  Look for ways to get out of yourself by serving others.  Pray for 

God to give you the Holy Spirit and his fruit - Luke 11:13; Ephesians 5:18; Galatians 5:22,23. 

 

The road to emotional healing is not easy but the struggle is well worth it.  You may save yourself and 

others.  You must want healing enough to persevere in the daily decisions that lead to change, and you 

must learn to rest in God=s promises and entrust yourself to God.  The redemption promised in the 

gospel definitely includes emotional wholeness. 

---B. Shelburne. 
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Excerpt from Christian Growth Course, “Controlling Our Feelings” 

 

A look at depression:  (Based on material by Dr. C. Wayne Briggs) 
 
A. Causes: 

1) Behavior - How often do you do what you enjoy doing? 
 

2) Reaction to loss - actual, perceived or anticipated. 
 

3) Biological causes - genetic, family history, chemical imbalance, dehydration, 
hypoglycemia, inadequate or excessive sleep, influenza, effects of drugs, surgery, 
glandular disorders, cancer, etc. 
 

4) Post-traumatic stress - combat, rape, crime victim, accident, bereavement, etc. 
 

5) Beliefs - hopeless thinking, negative thought-life. 
 

6) Inadequately processed emotion - anger, guilt, grief, etc. 
 

7) Interpersonal relationships - Change, lack, need for emotional sharing and caring. 
Relationship problems. 
 

8) Lack of realistic goals - no goals, existing goals already reached, lack of meaning in life. 
 

9) Personality disorder - almost life-long patterns of behavior and thinking. 
 

     10) Mental illness - depression may be secondary to psychosis. 
 

B. Symptoms of depression: 
 

1) Mood is depressed, hopeless, sad, blue, "down-in-the-dumps" or irritable.  Loss of interest 
in usual activities.  May also be angry or anxious at times. 

 
2) Sleep too little or too much, wake up early or sleep with difficulty. 
 
3) Concentration, ability to decide, think or remember have decreased. 
 
4) Loss of interest or enjoyment in pleasurable or usual activities. 
 
5) Fatigue, lower energy level or chronic tiredness. 
 
6) Feelings of worthlessness, low self-esteem, inadequacy, excessive or inappropriate guilt 

or self-reproach. 
 
7) Social withdrawal. 
 
8) Decreased work or home productivity or effectiveness. 
 
9) Irritability or excessive anger. 
 
10) Inability to respond to praise or rewards with pleasure. 
 

     11) Tearfulness, crying or wanting to cry. 
 
     12) Recurrent thoughts of death, wishing to die, thoughts of suicide. 
 
     13) Suicide plans or attempt, even if only one time (does not have to be daily). 
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     14) Pessimistic attitude toward the future, hopelessness, feeling sorry for self or brooding 

about past events. 
 
     15) Change in appetite or weight when not dieting. 
 
     16) Less active and talkative, feels slowed down or restless.  Muscles, coordination or speech 

are slower or faster than usual. 
 
    17) Decreased sexual arousal or activity (sometimes, increased activity). 
 
     18) Increased physical pain or health problems. 
 
     19) Deterioration in personal grooming, appearance, housekeeping. 
 

If a person is not sleeping six hours a night, or has thoughts of suicide or wish they were dead, 
professional help is needed as soon as possible.  95% of even severe cases of depression are 
completely curable if treated early enough.  The biggest danger connected with depression is not 
doing anything about it. 

 
C. Helps to overcoming depression: 
 

1) Look for any physical, medical or nutritional factors.   A good physical exam is helpful.  
Don't overlook reactions to medicine, caffeine, food allergies. 

 
2) Get exercise and have a good daily routine for life with sufficient rest. 
 
3) Do more of the things you enjoy doing.  Learn how to manage and regulate stress. 
 
4) Spiritual discussion and prayer are helpful; also rapport with someone who can give 

supportive care and concern. 
 
5) Improperly processed emotions need to be dealt with when the person is able.  If the 

depression does not improve within two weeks, medical help is advisable. 
 
Recommended book:  Happiness is a Choice by Frank B. Minirth, M. D., and Paul D. Meier, M. D. 
(Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1978).  Also available in a video series (six half-
hour segments). 
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